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To be exceptionally successful in investing you must have  
the humility to know you could be wrong, the vision to see the opportunities nevertheless, 

the courage to invest in them with conviction and the patience to hold them.  
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PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW 

 RICHTWERT (EUR) 
before Profit Share 

RICHTWERT (EUR) 
after Profit Share 

iShares S&P 500 
(EUR) 

iShares MSCI 
World (EUR) 

2014 (Aug – Dec) ...………... 12.0% 10.3% 7.2% 4.6% 

2015 …………………………. -1.1% -1.1% 0.2% 1.4% 

2016 …………………………. 7.8% 7.4% 9.6% 7.6% 

2017 …………………………. 11.5% 9.9% 18.8% 16.5% 

2018 …………………………. 0.7% 0.7% -7.7% -9.6% 

2019 …………………………. 59.3% 45.7% 27.0% 24.3% 

Compound Annual Gain……... 15.0% 12.5% 9.5% 7.7% 

Overall Gain ....…………….... 113.6% 88.8% 63.9% 49.4% 
 

 RICHTWERT (CHF) 
before Profit Share 

RICHTWERT (CHF) 
after Profit Share 

iShares S&P 500 
(CHF) 

iShares MSCI 
World (CHF) 

2016 …………………………. 5.9% 5.7% 8.8% 6.8% 

2017 …………………………. 21.3% 17.2% 18.3% 16.1% 

2018 …………………………. -2.7% -2.7% -8.4% -10.2% 

2019 …………………………. 55.7% 44.1% 26.7% 24.0% 

Compound Annual Gain……... 18.1% 14.8% 10.6% 8.4% 

Overall Gain ....…………….... 94.6% 73.7% 49.4% 38.0% 
 

 RICHTWERT (USD) 
before Profit Share 

RICHTWERT (USD) 
after Profit Share 

iShares S&P 500 
(USD) 

iShares MSCI 
World (USD) 

2016 …………………………. 3.3% 3.3% 11.9% 7.8% 

2017 …………………………. 26.5% 21.1% 21.8% 22.5% 

2018 …………………………. -3.7% -3.7% -4.4% -8.4% 

2019 …………………………. 57.2% 45.6% 31.4% 28.1% 

Compound Annual Gain……... 18.6% 15.1% 14.4% 11.6% 

Overall Gain ....…………….... 97.8% 75.4% 71.2% 55.0% 
 
Small deviations in calculations may occur due to rounding. 

RICHTWERT does not charge any fees and is only compensated based on performance: 
Starting 2020: Profit Share = 25% of the annual performance exceeding an annual hurdle rate of 6% 
Until 2019: Profit Share = 25% of the annual performance exceeding an annual hurdle rate of 5% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RICHTWERT EUR/CHF/USD: Performance incl. gross dividends, after costs in EUR/CHF/USD 
iShares S&P 500 EUR/CHF: iShares S&P 500 EUR/CHF Hedged ETF (Acc), Performance incl. gross dividends, after costs in EUR/ CHF  
iShares MSCI World EUR/CHF: iShares MSCI World EUR/CHF Hedged ETF (Acc): Performance incl. gross dividends, after costs in EUR/CHF 
iShares S&P 500 (USD): iShares S&P 500 ETF, Performance incl. gross dividends, after costs in USD 
iShares MSCI World (USD): iShares MSCI World ETF, Performance incl. gross dividends, after costs in USD 
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Dear Partner & Co-Investors, 

Every year when I write this letter, I try to tell you what I would want to know if our positions were exchanged. Please                        
let me know if you have unanswered questions. 

I know the pandemic is on everyone’s mind, but before we delve into the unknown, I prefer to start with what we know.                       
Therefore, I begin with a Performance Review where we look at our portfolio’s market and business performance                 
separately because they can and often do deviate in the short-term.  

Next, I reflect on my Decisions so that you know what motivated my actions. 

Then, I share with you my views on Uncertainty and Investing and the importance of Keeping Balance and Staying                   
Rational during this demanding time, when lives are threatened due to a virus, when many countries have halted major                   
parts of the economy, and when investments are challenged. I hope this gives new partners a better sense of and existing                     
partners a reminder on how I approach investing what you have entrusted to me. 

Finally, I give you my thoughts on What We May Expect and on how we are positioned to Survive the Storm.  

As always, I attach a copy of our Investment Objectives so we can compare our results to our original goals. 

MARKET PERFORMANCE 
After the sharp stock market decline in the fourth quarter of 2018 resulted in very attractively priced stocks for some                    
companies, the S&P 500 rallied 31.5% incl. reinvested dividends in 2019. Our portfolio did better and achieved 59.3% in                   
EUR, 55.7% in CHF and 57.2% in USD. In relative terms, we outperformed the ETFs tracking the S&P 500 by 32.3% in                      
EUR, 29.0% in CHF and 25.8% in USD before Richtwert’s profit share.  

From a qualitative point of view, I was particularly pleased that the best performers were both heavy-weights as well as                    
long-term holdings in our portfolio. There was only one exception - a new company with a small weight in our portfolio                     
- which also did very well.  

Our market performance was particularly noteworthy because we had invested with caution and protection in mind. You                 
may remember from my 2018 Co-Investor Letter that more than half of our portfolio was invested in undervalued firms                   
that could benefit from rising interest rates and/or potential crises. They did very well despite low interest rates and a                    
growing economy because they were undervalued. 

During 2020, the S&P 500 was initially up approx. 5% in mid-February. Due to the coronavirus outbreak and the                   
following halt of the economy by governments, it lost about 35% before the end of March and ended down approx. 20%                     
for the first quarter. Our portfolio performed better on the way up, worse on the way down, and ended similarly to the                      
S&P 500 at the end of March. Our businesses however did vastly better than businesses overall. 

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE 
In January 2019, I wrote that our portfolio had never been stronger and that it was significantly undervalued. After                   
having grown about 16% in 2018, our businesses grew their intrinsic value by roughly 19% in 2019. More importantly,                   
nearly 60% by portfolio weight widened their competitive advantages while 35% were able to maintain their competitive                 
position. The following chart highlights my estimate of our companies’ business performance, their valuation , the               1

change in their competitive advantages as well as their weights (size of bubbles) in our portfolio. 

1 Owner Earnings are my estimate of what our companies earned in 2019 after conservatively adjusting reported earnings to reflect economic reality 
for us as owners. In some cases this means reported earnings were inflated and required downward adjustments. In other cases it means reported 
earnings were understated and needed upward adjustments. 
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Since there is a good chance of continued market dislocation, I do not want to give away too much at this time, and will                        
give an update on a few portfolio companies I had detailed in prior letters: 

■ Apple gained market share , increased its large and loyal customer base with iPhone 11, increased its sizable                 2

leadership in wearables, added differentiated services such as Apple TV+, Apple Card, Apple News+ and Apple                
Arcade and is gradually replacing desktop and laptop computers with the iPad. 

 

2 Mobile Operating System Market Share Worldwide 
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■ Blackstone increased its assets under management significantly, invested large amounts in what I believe to be                

attractive real estate and business opportunities and has extended its investment offering for customers in promising                
areas thereby increasing its investment universe. Through these extensions, the company has become an even more                
attractive one-stop-shop both for investors who want to put capital to work as well as for companies seeking capital                   
to grow. 

■ Wells Fargo was the only portfolio company that lost some of its competitive advantages. The firm continued to be                   
punished and suffer because it used incentives many years ago that caused relatively few employees to open false                  
accounts. Not reacting to this behavior was a foolish and unnecessary mistake, but I still believe politicians,                 
regulators, and the press have unjustifiably overreacted to make Wells Fargo the scapegoat for much of what went                  
wrong during the Global Financial Crisis. Warren Buffett says: “Should you find yourself in a chronically leaking                 
boat, energy devoted to changing vessels is likely to be more productive than energy devoted to patching leaks.” I                   
doubt Wells Fargo is chronically leaking but progress has been slower than I expected. So far I have been proven                    
wrong, however, I still believe Wells Fargo is greatly undervalued. We will see what the future holds. 

Now that the economy is on the ropes, I firmly believe nearly all of our businesses are increasing their lead versus                     
average businesses by continuing to invest for the long-run and taking advantage of opportunities when others are forced                  
to step on the brakes. Many are also likely to engage in an activity I look forward to and encourage, which is to                       
repurchase shares at a discount to intrinsic value and thereby increase our ownership at attractive prices.  

REFLECTIONS ON DECISIONS 
Beginning in 2020, we were paying roughly 20 times last year’s earnings for our portfolio even after our stocks had                    
appreciated by almost 60% which shows you how cheap they must have been a year earlier. The S&P 500 index was                     
selling for about 23 times last year’s earnings.  

I decided to remain fully invested because I am generally happy to pay 20 times earnings for very strong and rapidly                     
growing businesses and even more so when long-term interest rates are low. In fact, contrary to what most people said,                    
stocks overall were reasonably valued in my opinion. 

Sure, as I had pointed out in January 2019, there was a massive amount of overpriced debt that was much riskier than                      
bond investors acknowledged. But that just meant debt was cheap, which is a good thing for prudent businesses run by                    
intelligent capital allocators. 

Additionally, U.S. government deficits were high and corporate earnings were somewhat elevated due in part to low                 
interest rates, corporate tax reductions as well as fiscal and monetary stimulus. Many said these were unprecedented                 
times manipulated by governments and central banks. However, the following charts show that heavy stimulus by                
governments and central banks is not as exceptional as many think. Annual budget deficits between -2% and -4% have                   
been the norm in the U.S.. Also the Fed  has a long history of financing debt and supporting the economy.  3

3 The Federal Reserve System (also known as the Federal Reserve or simply the Fed) is the central banking system of the United States of America. 
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Source: the balance, US Budget Deficit by Year  

 
Source: Trading Economics, United States Money Supply M2 | 1959-2020 Data 
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Yes, it had been 11-12 years since the last recession but we had a very severe Global Financial Crisis and a slow                      
economic recovery since. Besides, when it comes to macroeconomics, I worry top-down but always invest bottom-up:                
During the last three years, I have increasingly shifted our portfolio towards higher quality businesses with enduring and                  
ideally growing competitive advantages that will be able to pass on potential inflation to customers at least to some                   
degree. Almost all our businesses have exceptional financial strengths lowering their risk to potentially rising interest                
rates, while a significant portion could actually benefit from it. This is not by chance, I picked them amongst other                    
favorable characteristics because they provide us with a degree of low- to no-cost insurance against rising rates. More                  
importantly, I had focused a significant part of our portfolio on businesses that could benefit from crises due to their                    
business models and competitive advantages. 

Wouldn’t it still be great if we could predict what markets will do? Sure, it would. But the fact that almost everyone is                       
trying just that, turns this into a coin-tossing exercise. That is not an intelligent use of our time, attention or capital. In                      
contrast, I have learned that once I have identified and acquired wonderful businesses at attractive prices, I should be                   
reluctant to sell them unless they are either clearly overvalued or I find an alternative that is highly certain to be superior.                      
The reason is simple: Over time, choosing the right businesses will trump everything else because of the overwhelming                  
power of compound interest. In investing, just like in life, there is a lot to be said for knowing and appreciating what you                       
already have. I still think Benjamin Graham said it best almost 50 years ago: “Investment is most intelligent when it is                     
most businesslike.” 

However, staying fully invested does not necessarily mean solely relying on a rising tide. Both in 2019 as well this year,                     
there were occasional opportunities to reallocate capital from stocks that had become less attractive on a relative basis to                   
stocks that I judged to have a better risk-to-reward ratio. Here are a few examples: 

■ I sold our investment in Booking.com, the leading travel arrangement firm in the world in favor of increasing our                   
investment in Alphabet, a company leading in many industries around the world. That turned out to be a good                   
decision in 2019 and a lucky one in 2020 due to the pandemic. 

■ I was a buyer for us when Apple’s and Blackstone’s stocks were very cheap and a seller when they approached fair                     
value because I found other likely superior opportunities. 

■ One of our largest investments was acquired by another firm I admire, which caused me to double down on the                    
original idea via the acquiring company. 

■ Also, I increased our investments in China, where I find increasingly impressive businesses.  
■ For the first time, I also invested in a firm where people, technology, and being small were the sole competitive                    

advantages and valuation was more difficult. Usually, I also insist on other business moats, but in this case, I was                    
convinced among other reasons because I knew the competitors well and the odds were strongly favorable. It turned                  
out very well, but these types of investments will remain exceptions. 

■ Finally, I must admit: I probably did it again. During the last two years, I sold two excellent businesses that appeared                     
overvalued in absolute or relative terms. While I am very happy with the businesses we invested in instead, we may                    
still regret the change. I hope “Mr. Market”  is forgiving and allows us to own them again at attractive prices. 4

Of course, in hindsight, with the virus spreading across the globe rapidly and causing major damages, it would have been                    
much better to sell all our investments and to buy them back after the market selloff. However, I do not consider this a                       
mistake since I would either do the same or only hold a small portion of our assets in cash when presented with similar                       
circumstances. Exceptional events of this magnitude are just too rare to forgo investing in excellent businesses at                 
attractive valuations. 

4 Benjamin Graham introduced the term “Mr. Market” to illustrate the manic-depressive moods of market participants that lead to attractive 
opportunities for intelligent and more balanced investors. 
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LIFE, UNCERTAINTY & INVESTING 
As I am writing this letter in April in Switzerland, nature is full of life and energy like in every spring. However, with the                        
pandemic growing around the world, we are staying home to slow down the spread of the virus.  

Since the Global Financial Crisis in 2008, some of the most able and admired investors have repeatedly pointed out that                    
the world has become more uncertain than at any time in the past. Now, many years later, substantial parts of our                     
economy have been put on hold to fight the virus. Many argue that uncertainty is at its peak and that investing is riskier                       
than ever. But is that really so? 

In my view life has always been and will always remain uncertain:  
■ In the last century, humankind experienced the Global Depression with massive and prolonged unemployment, two               

world wars, the use of nuclear weapons, numerous regional wars as well as civil wars, epidemics, the oil crisis in the                     
80s, the Asian crisis in the 90s and the Dow Jones Index rose from 68 to 11’497 before dividends. 

■ In the last 20 years, we experienced the Internet bubble burst, terrorist attacks such as September 11, the Global                   
Financial Crisis caused by real estate - supposedly the most stable asset class -, the near-collapse of the European                   
(Monetary) Union, scary epidemics, cyberattacks, currency and trade wars, a global rise in populism and now the                 
pandemic. Still, the Dow Jones Index rose from 11’497 to 21’052 on April 3rd, 2020 before dividends.  

Many say this time is different because it affects our health and lives. However, I also remember being a child in Iran                      
and taking shelter during bombings below a table. Later when I moved to work in the U.S., I remember September 11                     
and flying days later. I recall widespread panic during the Global Financial Crisis, when we feared that both financial                   
and non-financial companies would tip over like dominoes and people feared for their savings at banks. I also recall                   
being infected with a very bad virus a few years ago that didn’t have a name then. Finally, I remember my thoughts and                       
feelings during the Ebola outbreak when people were not able to be with their loved ones during the most critical time.                     
These situations all felt different at the time and during most of them, I had a degree of genuine fear for my life and the                         
life of loved ones. Please do not get me wrong, I am not belittling the current crisis. Some demographics are at great risk                       
to the coronavirus and if the economy remains on hold for many more months, it will be the most severe crisis we have                       
ever had. I am rather pointing out that life is always uncertain. 

In life, we must accept and live with uncertainty, but uncertainty also has advantages. It keeps us alert, it motivates us to                      
research and advance and it makes us appreciate life. The same applies to investing because we must always be careful                    
and prepare. Moreover, uncertainty can lead to attractive investment opportunities when people become overly fearful               
and assets are on sale.  

Most people try to time their investments based on their expectations for the economy to avoid losing money and to                    
maximize profit. They usually fail more than they succeed. At Richtwert, I rather follow Warren Buffett’s advice: “The                  
idea that you try to time purchases based on what you think business is going to do in the next year or two, I think that's                          
the greatest mistake that investors make because it's always uncertain. People say it's a time of uncertainty. It was                   
uncertain on September 10th, 2001, people just didn't know it. It's uncertain every single day. So take uncertainty as part                    
of being involved in investment at all. But uncertainty can be your friend. I mean, when people are scared, they pay less                      
for things. We try to price. We don't try to time at all.” 

In a recent interview Howard Marks summarized the meaning of risk very well: “When people say “manage risk” what                   
they mean is “avoid the potential for loss” but there's another risk which is the risk of missing out on gains. … I prefer                        
to think of risk as the probability of having undesirable outcomes, not just losses but also gains that you miss out on and                       
you have to balance the two.” 

I agree, it helps to be balanced. 
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KEEPING BALANCE & STAYING RATIONAL 
My wife recently asked me: “Out of all the professions out there, why did you decide to be an investor and an investment                       
manager for others? How can you make these kinds of decisions and sleep well at night?” She knows I am a careful                      
person who usually does not believe in black or white. She also knows that I care about protecting and helping people                     
who put their trust in me. Aside from the fact that she does not ask these questions when markets are up, these are great                        
questions and my answer may be valuable to you as my partners and co-investors:  

First, there is a difference between being careful and being scared. I believe I am generally careful but seldomly scared.  

Second, I call investing the best business of all, because unlike any other business I can mostly make my own rules and                      
do not have to compete based on other people’s rules. Here are some rules I go by to balance caution and decisiveness: 

■ I only invest in productive (income generating) assets that can be more easily valued. 
■ For the most part, I invest in stocks because businesses as a group generally adapt to circumstances and increase in                    

value over time. 
■ By regarding stocks as interests in businesses, avoiding short-term predictions and decisions and limiting myself to                

figuring out probabilities in the mid- to long-term, I only compete where there is little competition. 
■ I don’t have to know anything about most things. I only have to be right on the decisions I make. Therefore, I limit                       

our investments to the very few businesses that I believe I can understand better than most investors. 
■ These businesses must have enduring competitive advantages to protect them as much as possible from future                

uncertainty and relentless competition. In fact, whenever I invest in a stock, I always ask myself, whether I would be                    
happy even if markets close for five years. This is usually a theoretical but nevertheless critical question because as                   
we can see today you can never know. I will occasionally be wrong in my judgment but I'm happy I made this                      
question a habit. 

■ I limit our investments to businesses that are run by honest, capable, and motivated managers. For most companies                  
this is hard to judge, therefore I avoid investing in them. 

■ I insist on a wide margin of safety by investing in undervalued companies to protect us from uncertainty and my                    
own judgment mistakes. 

■ When choosing among undervalued companies I prefer high-quality businesses because time is the friend of               
wonderful businesses and the enemy of mediocre ones. 

■ Whenever possible I invest in undervalued companies that benefit from crises and from macroeconomic risks that I                 
can’t predict.  

In summary, I try to get the odds in our favor to make investing easier and hopefully more rewarding. 
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WHAT WE MAY EXPECT 
Due to the current pandemic and the decision by governments to halt major parts of the economy, we experienced an                    
abrupt and intense decline in business and in the stock market between February 20th and March 23rd. 

Recognizing the dire situation, governments and central banks have started to stimulate the economy much more than                 
during the Global Financial Crisis to prevent an economic collapse and massive unemployment. Now government               
deficits are growing even faster and interest rates have declined even further. Nevertheless, lots of capital fled from                  
originally reasonably priced and later increasingly attractively valued stocks to cash and dangerously expensive bonds               
guaranteed to earn less than 1% annually before taxes and inflation while central banks aim at 2% annual inflation.                   
People engaging in this activity hope to get back into stocks when it is safe again or when stocks have bottomed out. I                       
believe most will pay a high price for this hope and will be disappointed. As a matter of fact, the S&P 500 has already                        
rallied almost 30% between March 23rd and April 14th.  

People cite many reasons why markets have recovered and even more reasons why the recovery will not be sustainable                   
but so far I have not read the argument that stocks were maybe attractive before the virus outbreak and only very few say                       
that stock prices might have declined too far in March considering all factors. There is no question that stimulus from                    
governments and central banks has driven prices higher but there is also some validity to the relative attractiveness of                   
stocks that may have contributed to the recovery at least to some degree.  

Currently, the growth of infections with severe consequences has slowed in developed countries and governments are                
planning to restart business activity in measured steps. I believe this is the right and the only way forward given the                     
circumstances even though the pandemic is far from over. 

What will markets do next? I have no idea. By the way, this has nothing to do with the current health crisis, I never know                         
what markets will do short-term. Yet the rules I set for myself, help me to take a more balanced view and to make                       
hopefully rational decisions.  

I will first share what I find troubling, then I will highlight what gives me hope and how I believe we can weather the                        
storm. The negative view is longer in description because I prefer to be careful, but the positive view has more long-term                     
power, therefore I am optimistic. 

The Negative View 

No Return to Normal for Some Time 

Without an effective and widely administered vaccine against the coronavirus on a global level it will be very hard or                    
impossible to return to normal because infections could spread rapidly again. We will have to live and work with some                    
restrictions for at least a year. 

Lower Productivity 

The stimulus undertaken by governments and central banks today is justifiably more extensive in amount and scope than                  
during the Global Financial Crisis. Yet, the Fed probably had no choice but to commit itself to buying as much as is                      
needed and to invest in whatever it deems necessary including investing indirectly in non-investment grade bonds which                 5

carry higher credit risk. We will see what central banks deem as necessary and whether the stimulus will last as long as                      
the stimulus after the Global Financial Crisis.  

I understand and support the absolute need for strong economic support during this challenging time, but I also believe                   
we must be careful how much we support and who we support. Debt magnifies gains when things go well, but it also                      

5 Fed to Buy Junk Bonds, Lend to States in Fresh Virus Support 
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magnifies losses and can lead to bankruptcy when things go poorly. Too much support removes the potential downside                  
of risk-taking and will lead to excessive risk-taking. It also erodes competition and leads to companies and managers                  
surviving that/who do not deserve it.  

Free markets are very effective in increasing productivity because they reallocate resources from those who do a poor job                   
to those who do a better job. By saving those who do a poor job, we hinder the necessary reallocation of resources and                       
become less productive. Of course, irresponsible companies also have many employees who would be laid off, but most                  
would likely be able to find jobs at healthier companies over time. It would be better to support them as unemployed than                      
to keep irresponsible and uncompetitive companies alive artificially. Change is painful but also necessary for progress.  

Is the cost of increased unemployment really higher than that of becoming less productive over time? 

Potential Inflation 

Because of the actions undertaken by governments and central banks during and after the Global Financial Crisis, I had                   
expected inflation to be higher and more widespread during the last 10 years. Consequently, I worried that interest rates                   
might rise significantly over time to lower inflation. Therefore, I had invested in very strong companies that would                  
protect us as much as possible from inflation and either be less harmed by rising interest rates or actually profit from                     
them. Looking back, inflation was high contrary to what many experts say, but due to advances in technology and                   
globalization, it was limited to scarce goods and assets. Interest rates clearly did not rise. 

I expect that we will continue to experience inflation and thereby a devaluation of debt and cash in addition to lower                     
productivity. I am not sure, but maybe this time inflation will be more widespread causing interest rates to rise because it                     
will take more time for travel and globalization and therefore supply to normalize. Inflation is also very dependent on                   
what people expect. Once people believe goods and services will be more expensive tomorrow it can be much more                   
difficult to control inflation.  

Current developments led me to read more about government and central bank actions in the past and I found a                    
fascinating assessment by Allan H. Meltzer, titled: “Origins of the Great Inflation”. Allow me to share a few excerpts                   
with you. I believe you will find striking parallels to actions taken during the last 12 years as well as today and to the                        
characterization of the main actors:  

“... in practice that meant the Federal Reserve supplied enough reserves to keep interest rates from rising around the                   
time the Treasury sold its offering. 

Martin explained many times that Congress voted the budget and approved deficit finance. The Federal Reserve was not                  
empowered to prevent the deficit or refuse to finance it. Central bank independence stopped well short of that. Therefore,                   
he complained often about the size and frequency of budget deficits, but the Federal Reserve provided the reserves to                   
finance them. And it rarely felt able to remove the additional reserves after it supported the Treasury’s offering. That                   
would have meant higher interest rates and a refusal to finance the deficits that Congress voted. It also implied                   
temporarily higher unemployment.” 

“It is, of course, true that the System could have prevented the inflationary impact. The Treasury failed to do so because                     
the cost of reducing reserves (or reserve growth) always seemed large.“ 

“Administration economists urged faster money growth to reduce unemployment. Arthur Burns, the new Chairman of the                
Board of Governors, convinced himself that inflation could not be reduced at a politically acceptable unemployment                
rate.” 
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“The public learned from this attempt to reduce inflation that anti-inflation actions did not last once unemployment (or                  
other costs) started to rise. ... These beliefs made it harder for the Federal Reserve to persuade the public that it would                      
persist with anti-inflation actions the next time it tried.” 

“When Burns replaced Martin, President Nixon recognized the independence of the Federal Reserve and then added, “I                 
respect his independence. However, I hope that independently he will conclude that my views are the ones he should                   
follow.”” … “Burns resented White House interference and pressure, but he did not often resist it.”  

These actions collectively contributed to stubbornly high inflation rates and interest rates between 1970 and 1990 with                 
annual inflation mostly between 4% - 14% and long-term interest rates between 6% - 15%.  

Is the cost of increased unemployment really higher than the invisible tax of potentially significantly higher inflation?                 
And are we not just postponing higher unemployment to a time when it will return due to high inflation and interest                     
rates? 

Popularism 

Monetary stimulus will likely keep interest rates low in the short-term. It will also push up asset prices and hurt those                     
who have little or no assets. 

Will these actions not bail out irresponsible borrowers and speculators at the expense of savers again? Is it worth                   
disappropriating savers again and accepting the risk and cost of rising populism? Will the resulting populism not surpass                  
what we experienced after the Global Financial Crisis?  

The Positive View 

Humankind Adapts 

I have little doubt that humankind will learn, adjust, and progress. We will learn to be effective while keeping distance                    
from others until we can deal with the virus. We will rethink and change many flawed conventions and opinions such as                     
the unnecessary ritual of handshaking, the complete lack of telehealth, the single sourcing of goods, the excessive level                  
of business travel and commuting, the purpose and value of location and real estate, our one-sided criticism of social                   
media, the balance between privacy and the value of our data for our own and the greater good , our often one-sided                     678

criticism of technology and automation and our outdated way of signing contracts by hand.  

When this is all said and done, we will be better prepared and digital platforms will be even more ingrained in our lives.                       
As a result, we will be better protected while productivity and along with it our wealth will increase to levels we can                      
hardly imagine today.  

Despite All Uncertainties, Investing Intelligently Is Not That Hard 

Despite all the health implications and macroeconomic uncertainties, intelligent investing is not complicated: To protect               
ourselves financially, we must invest capital that is not needed in the short-term with a long-term horizon in high-quality,                   
productive assets such as strong businesses that are attractively valued.  

Historically, developed stock markets have delivered 6-7% returns including dividends on average over the long-term.               
Above average businesses will perform even better, and I am confident that the majority of our businesses fall into this                    
category. But before we can reap attractive returns from our businesses, we must first survive the current storm.  

6 In coronavirus fight, oft-criticized Facebook data aids U.S. cities, states 
7 Data for Good: New Tools to Help Health Researchers Track and Combat COVID-19 
8 Apple and Google partner on COVID-19 contact tracing technology  
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SURVIVING THE STORM 
The coming months and the next 1-2 years will bring formidable challenges for all companies. My analysis will be tested                    
like never before and I am very glad that our businesses have the following strengths . They will need them: 9

■ 85% of our portfolio consists of the strongest businesses worldwide irrespective of industry which are envied by                 
their competitors. The remaining 15% are among the strongest and/or the cheapest in their respective industries. 

■ All our companies are financed prudently: 
○ Businesses accounting for 60% of our portfolio have more cash than debt. 
○ At least 20% have structured their debt long-term and will not face refinancing pressure in the next 2 years. 
○ Another 20% are financial service providers. Many remember the troubles such firms faced during the Global                

Financial Crisis and are avoiding them. However, they are investing by looking through the rearview mirror.                
Many financial services firms and especially the ones we are invested in are significantly better capitalized                
today. On top, our firms have proven risk management that helped them get through the Global Financial Crisis                  
without government assistance and come out stronger. This time may be different because governments have               
mostly halted economic activity, but our businesses are essential to our economy and will likely receive                
temporary indirect assistance from governments and central banks until the worst part of the storm has passed.  

■ Businesses accounting for 75% of our portfolio require modest capital to maintain or grow operations. 
■ More than 30% of our portfolio is made up of investment management firms. Although their existing investments                 

also suffer, they benefit from long-term capital and “dry powder” to invest at low prices. Like me, they were hoping                    
for lower prices and I believe they are worth more than before the crisis. Another 30% benefit as well to some                     
degree because they make regular investments in addition to their actual business activities. 

■ Almost half of our portfolio is made up of digital leaders, which are not only able to work remotely themselves but                     
also enable others to exchange and work remotely. 

■ 80% of our portfolio is managed or strongly influenced by controlling owners and seasoned entrepreneurs. 
■ Finally, all portfolio companies passed the Global Financial Crisis 11 years ago well and emerged from the crisis                  

stronger than their competitors. 

When I reviewed our portfolio in the context of the current crisis, I only found one portfolio company accounting for 2%                     
of our portfolio that I thought of very highly in the long-run but for which I had some reservations related to financial                      
strengths in the short-run due to its business characteristics and capital needs. I believe this is a testament to my rule of                      
only investing in companies I am happy to own if markets close for the next five years. Since there was no shortage of                       
strong and attractively valued businesses, I sold it and reinvested the proceeds in other existing portfolio firms. Looking                  
back, I believe the company would have weathered the storm. We could have kept it and would have likely done very                     
well in years to come. But I judged the alternatives to be very attractive as well. 

In conclusion, I believe our portfolio is very well positioned to survive and to thrive in the mid- & long-term. 

At Richtwert, I have the luxury to take the long-term view with our investments because you do the same. It is an honor                       
to serve you. I will do my best to adhere to the principles and the approach set out in our Partner’s Manual and in the                         
letters I have sent to you. Thank you for your continued trust and support. 

 
Yours sincerely, 

 
Bahram, April 2020 

9 All figures are approximations and differ slightly between our portfolios. 
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APPENDIX A – INVESTMENT OBJECTIVES 
 
I repeat the objectives we defined in our Partner's Manuel in every letter so that we can compare our results to our goals.                       
Please keep in mind that a track record only becomes meaningful after 5-10 years. Until then, and even after that, I                     
recommend that you base your decisions on the investment approach described in Richtwert's Partner Manual. 
 
 
I can't promise you any results, but I do want you to know the qualitative and quantitative goals Richtwert is aiming for. 
 
Our qualitative goals over the mid- and long-term are: 
1. To protect the purchasing power of our wealth. 
2. To maximize our wealth. 
You can find more details regarding our qualitative goals in our Partner's Manual. 
 
Our quantitative goals over the mid- and long-term are: 
A) To achieve average annual rates of return before profit-share and taxes of at least 10%  

or 
B) to exceed the S&P 500 index performance (hedged in our reference currencies) by 3% on average before                 
profit-share and taxes. 
 
Ideally, we want to meet both goals, but I will be satisfied if we meet either goal. For instance, if we achieve goal A) but                         
fail to meet goal B), I believe the performance of the S&P 500 index is exaggerated and that future returns from the S&P                       
500 will be lower allowing us to meet goal B) in the future. On the other hand, if we achieve goal B) but fail to meet goal                           
A), I believe the performance of the S&P 500 index has been too low and that it will improve over the course of the next                         
few years. Our performance should also improve in absolute terms as long as we continue to perform better than the                    
S&P 500. 
 
Therefore, if our record is better than any of the targets mentioned above, I believe we have been successful. If our                     
record fails to meet both targets, I believe we should look for alternative ways of investing our capital. 
 
 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________ 
Disclaimer 
This document has been prepared solely for providing information about Richtwert Capital GmbH (“Richtwert”) and the services and products it offers.                     
It is not and should not be construed as investment, legal or tax advice or as a recommendation, promotion, solicitation or an offer to buy, sell or hold                            
any security, to adopt any investment strategy, to engage in any transaction or to undertake any legal act. The information provided in this material is                         
rendered as of publication date, it may change without notice and is not intended as a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any                        
investment. Richtwert offers no guarantee of completeness, correctness or security of this material. All investments involve risks, including possible                   
loss of principal. The value of investments can go down as well as up, and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Investments involving                          
derivative instruments can create losses that exceed the amount invested. Special risks are associated with foreign investing, including currency                   
fluctuations, economic instability and political developments. Higher concentration and lower diversification can cause additional risks since each                 
individual investment carries a higher portfolio weight while a concentrated portfolio has a lower number of investments that could provide risk                     
diversification. Richtwert accepts no liability claims whatsoever that might arise from the use or non-use of the content of this material or from damage                        
or loss that may occur due to unintentional transmission of viruses or malware. 
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